Oxford Bathrooms
A bathroom to be proud of

Trading since 1968

What do I need to order?
If you have decided to order the supplies yourself, with Oxford Bathrooms doing the fitting, here is a short list of
what you will need to order.
Bath:
The standard size for a bath would be 1700 x 700mm
Bath Panel:
The best panels are acrylic as opposed to wooden MDF panels which as subject to swelling from moister.
Don’t forget an end panel if required.
Bath Taps:
The types of taps available are two standard bath taps, bath deck mixer (BDM) or a bath shower mixer (BSM).
Bath Waste Fitting:
The traditional bath combination waste fitting is commonly available as a clicker waste fitting.
Bath/shower screen:
If you are having a shower over the bath you will need a screen to keep the shower water from spilling out into the
room.
Basin:
Basins come with either a single tap hole suitable for a single mono block tap or with twin tap holes for a pair of hot
and cold taps.
Pedestal:
A standard pedestal is for the basin to sit upon. A half pedestal will be needed if the basin is being hung on the wall,
this would hide the waste pipe and fittings.
Basin taps:
A pair of single taps will be required for a two tap hole basin. A mono block tap with a clicked waste fitting will be
required for a basin with a single tap hole.
Toilet:
A standard toilet consists of a close coupled pan and cistern.
Please be advised that sometimes the fittings for the toilet cistern are an additional purchase, and don’t forget the
toilet seat! There are various toilet seats on the market including standard toilet seats or you may like to choose a
soft close seat to avoid trapping small fingers!
Shower: The shower valve would depend on where it is being installed and what type of water system you have
check your water pressure.
Most clients find a good quality bar shower the best, surface mounted, with all the pipe work installed below the
tiles within the wall. Don’t forget the easy fit install kit!
Shower Tray:
Shower trays are mostly made of a resin based material offering a high level of finish and long life expectancy.
Please remember to order the install/leg kit.

Shower Cubical Door:
If installing a shower cubicle you will need to ensure it works with your shower tray and side panel (if required).
Shower Waste Fitting:
There are two types of waste fittings on the marketing. A high flow shower waste is preferable to keep water in the
tray to a minimum. A normal shower trap tends to hold back the water within the tray more.
Furniture: If required you could choose to add the following to your refurbishment;









Toilet floor mounted unit
Basin floor mounted unit
Additional other base units
Work tops
Bottom plinths
Bathe end panel
Door handles

Wall Cabinets and Mirrors:
Please note if you choose a unit which requires an electrical connection for a light or mirror the chances are these
would not had been taken for in the quote.
Tiles:
Please order the wall tiles for the area you require and floor tiles if required. I would have included in my quote to
supply a standard “white” PVC square edge tile trim for the wall tiles (this is not required for the floor tiles). If you
prefer aluminium tile trim please order this as part of your tile order. There are a number of differences tiling
adhesives to choose from. As standard I will supply the correct adhesive for your current wall surface and the floor
tiles. Please be advised that you are required to read our full information sheet about tiling as part of our terms and
conditions.
Please note: At the early stage of quoting, your finial choice of tiles is probably still to be confirmed. Therefore we
may have to amend the type of adhesive required and/or the time allowance to cut and lay the tiles.
Vinyl Flooring:
Your floor area will need to be measured before ordering. When ordering please remember to include the correct
vinyl spray adhesive and a matching door bar. In my quotation I will have taken to cut and lay standard 2.0mm thick
vinyl only.
All Electrical Works:
Electrical works would have been discussed during my visit.
Towel Warmer:
Please order the towel warmer to your requirements, a standard size would be 1200mm x 600mm (height x width).
You can choose from a standard straight rail or a curved rail which would allow extra room to hang your towels.
Include a set of control valves to match the designer look you require, pipe work would have been taken straight up
from the floor.
Apart from the main items i.e. your suite, shower, tiles etc..
I would have taken to supply all the nuts and bolts that will turn this bathroom order into

A bathroom to be proud of
Your quote for the installation would have been based on my visit. Your requirements may have changed since that
first visit, and therefore the price quoted may change.

If in any doubt, please call Geoff on 07789 103 971 Daytime

